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BOLZANO/BOZEN 

Trentino-Alto Adige 

TAPPA 6—BOLZANO– TERMENO 

                 BOZEN - TRAMIN 

        Km 26            +650m        -590       E   

     

Bolzano fascinates the visitor with its double 
identity: through two real souls which share the 
city in a constant cultural and linguistic 
exchange. For centuries the chief town of this 
region has been a privileged centre for 
exchange between the Italian and the 
Germanic regions. A tangible evidence of such 
past may be seen in the churches, the palaces, 
the streets and the squares of Bolzano which 
deserve the attention of the traveler. 
Things to see: The imposing Cathedral, the 
Dominicans Church, the Franciscans Church, 
the Civic Museum , which contains the famous 
Similaun mummy, or (Ötzi) the Ice Man. The 
Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art,  Via 
dei Portici, Castel Roncolo. Fascinating lanes 
through shady woodlands will take us to the 
discovery of delightful ponds with crystalline 
pure waters. Hills clothed with vineyards, and 
extensive orchards, in a landscape that never 
ceases to amaze.  
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Bolzano—Termeno 
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From Piazza Walter, skirting the Duomo, we may take Via della Posta, continuing for 400 m, next to the Dominicans 

Church, we cross Largo Kolping, to reach the crossroad with Via Dante. Followitng the sign “Museion”, we turn left and 

sharp to the right, taking a cycling and pedestrians lane passing by the Museum of Contemporary Art and crossing the river 

Talvera;  
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we walk for 4 km up to find the cycling lane of Val Venosta (46), with a signpost to  Appiano. This will take us 

along the bank of the Adige;  
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we shall follow the river for 1,2 km on tarmac until we cross the river on a metal footbridge which will take us 

under the cliff of Castel Firmiano. About 100 m ahead, next to a fountain, we shall take a lane climbing up into the 

woods for 400 m to the gates of the fortress  
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After visiting the castle and its exhibits, we shall carry on along footpath 1, which runs through apple orchards and 

beautiful woodlands, on a perfectly groomed lane, easy to walk on, we shall first arrive at Colterenzio,  
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then to the Lago Piccolo of Monticolo  
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 then to the Lago Grande. Leaving the lake behind, and the welcomed refreshments kiosk, we turn left 

and cross a swamp on a footbridge  
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and follow footpath 20 or a distance of 1,5 km walking along between the woods and fields planted with apple trees. Half 

way along this lave we may turn left on footpath 19. We shall now cross the Valle della Primavera, a nature reserve of 

great beauty and scientific value.  
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Finally after a further 1,5 km along the woods and the orchards we shall arrive on the Lake Caldaro, a 

little below the end of path 19.  
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We descend towards the lake walking through prosperous orchards and arrive at San Giuseppe on the Lake a well 

know bathing resort. We walk beyond the beach and walk along the main road till the crossroad where we shall turn 

left.  
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We shall follow the road through luscious vineyards, then turning right we enter a wood and with ups and 

downs  
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we get to the top of the hill where we see the village or Tramin before us, with the church of San Giacomo in a 

commanding position.  
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Termeno 

Termeno 


